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Customized solutions for
RFID Solution
Radio Frequency Identification System (RFID) is said to be the key  
technology for the automation of business processes in industry, trade  
and logistics. This technology allows us to transmit product and process  
information via radio signals. The fashion industry is one of the pioneers.  
To measure the input and output of the goods more efficiently, more  
and more traders and manufacturers provide their articles with these  
intelligent chips.

„We add value to 
your product”



RFID Hang Tags make it possible to identify one or more textiles at the same time.

The electrical characteristics (especially the resonance frequency) are particularly  
geared towards the textile logistic chain. 

RFID Hang Tag

Material: several paper- and cardboard grades

Format: customized

Presentation: single label or endless label

Print: up to 4 colours

RFID textile care label
The RFID textile care label presents an invisible RFID-marking.
Which means article safety for all textiles combined with control 
of the production process at the same time.

Material: Polyester-Satin, Nylon-Taffeta

Format: customized

Presentation: single label or endless label

Print: with customized data (barcode, price, article-no., …) 

 or customer owned print with a thermal transfer printer

Application: textile safety

RFID self adhesive paper labels
Safety that sticks

Self adhesive paper labels can be applied everywhere the wireless transport 
technology is used. From logistics up to branch identification, from pallet marking 
to cardboard labels up to single product labelling. Whatever you need: 
RFID self adhesive labels are the right choice.

Material: Paper, self adhesive

Format: customized

Presentation: on rolls

Print: plain or preprinted

Adhesive: according to requirement

Application: marking of products in goods distribution


